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Physarum polycephalum, a unicellular and multiheaded slime mould, can form highly efficient networks connecting separated
food sources during the process of foraging. -ese adaptive networks exhibit a unique characteristic in that they are optimized
without the control of a central consciousness. Inspired by this phenomenon, we present an efficient exploration and navigation
strategy for a swarm of robots, which exploits cooperation and self-organisation to overcome the limited abilities of the individual
robots. -e task faced by the robots consists in the exploration of an unknown environment in order to find a path between two
distant target areas. For the proposed algorithm (EAIPP), we experimentally present robustness tests and obstacle tests conducted
to analyse the performance of our algorithm and compare the proposed algorithm with other swarm robot foraging algorithms
that also focus on the path formation task. -is work has certain significance for the research of swarm robots and Physarum
polycephalum. For the research of swarm robotics, our algorithm not only can lead multirobot as a whole to overcome the
limitations of very simple individual agents but also can offer better performance in terms of search efficiency and success rate. For
the research of Physarum polycephalum, this work is the first one combining swarm robots and Physarum polycephalum. It also
reveals the potential of the Physarum polycephalum foraging principle in multirobot systems.

1. Introduction

In robotics, the process of searching for a specified target in
an unknown environment by a group of robots is important
for solving various problems in unknown environments,
such as navigation [1–3], searching the whole area to solve
the area coverage problem [4] and realism the whole area’s
the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [5]. In
fact, exploration is the most important class of applications
in the area of robotics because many real-life applications
belong to this class, such as search [6] and rescue [7], area
coverage [8], and military actions [9]. However, collective
central place foraging by superorganismal social insect
colonies elegantly and scalably solves the problem of re-
source collection in an uncertain environment [10, 11].
Accordingly, engineers have drawn inspiration from social
insects to design swarm robotics systems that collectively
solve foraging-like tasks in a parallel mode [12–14].

-is paper focuses on a special case of exploration for
swarm robotics: the path formation.-e goal of this task is to
find a collective path of robots between two locations. Most
of the research studies on exploration address the process of
exploration, which is easy to realize by some robots with
complex functions. However, the exploration tasks
addressed in swarm robot with limited cognitive abilities are
not always easy to realize it. -is kind of exploration task
poses the following challenges: (1) -e robots not only need
to coordinate to find item sources in an unknown envi-
ronment but also need to self-organize to form a path that
connects item sources. (2) Each robot has limited cognitive
abilities without any complicated centralized control,
communication, and positioning. -is means that the re-
alization of the entire task can only rely on the perception
and interaction between the robot and the environment. (3)
Meanwhile, compared with the entire area, the communi-
cation range between robots is also very limited. When the
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robot is far away from other robots, the robot will lose
communication with the group, which will cause the swarm
system search efficiency to decrease. -erefore, robots not
only need to search efficiently but also need to continuously
maintain communication with the group. -e foraging
behaviour of a slime mould from nature gives us a new way
for solving these challenges.

-e foraging behaviour of a particular primitive single-
cell slime mould, called Physarum polycephalum, is to ex-
pand into its surroundings to form a staggered and efficient
network connecting food sources. During the process of
foraging, it shows excellent capabilities in terms of network
construction and optimization without the central control
[15, 16]. Many studies are based on observations of bio-
logical organisms, with the goal of simulating their intelli-
gent behaviour from physical, chemical, biological, and
other perspectives for application to various practical
problems, such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [17] and
the travelling salesman problem (TSP) [18]. Such a foraging
behaviour without central control also meets the require-
ments of a multirobot system.

So, we draw inspiration from the foraging behaviour of
Physarum polycephalum and present the first proposal that
combines this behaviour with the requirements of path
formation tasks for swarm robots. And then we designed
four mechanisms to imitate the foraging principle of Phloris
polycephalum and to design a self-organizing exploration
algorithm inspired by Physarum polycephalum, called
EAIPP. Our algorithm can lead multirobot to overcome the
limitations of very simple individual agents to accomplish
the task of exploring an unknown environment to find a
specified target and connect them. In simulation experi-
ments, we use the same environment that was used to test the
Physarum-inspired multiagent system (P-MAS) [19] to
verify that our algorithm is equally effective in solving maze
problems and exhibits search characteristics similar to the
foraging behaviour of Physarum polycephalum. In addition,
the proposed algorithm is validated, and tests of related
performance aspects (such as robustness testing and obstacle
testing) are performed through simulations. Meanwhile, we
also compare the performances with other existing multi-
robot path formation algorithms. -ese algorithms include
PFIAS algorithm [20], our previously proposed TSASR al-
gorithm [21], and a neural network evolution algorithm
applied to multirobot path formation (NNEA) [22]. -e test
results show that the method proposed here achieves higher
efficiency and a better success rate than the other algorithms.

Our results are of potential interest to both swarm en-
gineers and behavioural ecologists, in that they demonstrate
the sufficiency of very simple individual agents to generate
sophisticated collective behaviour, as well as its scalability,
and reveal the potential of the Physarum polycephalum
foraging principle in multirobot systems. Although Jones
et al. [23] have proposed a multiagent system to simulate the
foraging behaviour of Physarum polycephalum, that work is
realized by simulation of virtual multiagent particles in a
virtual environment full of chemical nutrients. -e virtual
multiagent system continuously explores the area and re-
leases agents’ secrete trail (that is a chemical substance

similar to the pheromone secreted by ants) to share the local
environment. But for the multirobot system, there are more
challenges: (1) -e robot operating environment is not
composed of chemical nutrients, and the robot cannot re-
lease chemical nutrients to induce other individuals to move.
(2) In the swarm robot system, collisions will affect the
overall operation effect, while the virtual multiagent system
can overlap in the same position without the impact of
collisions. -is work is the first one combining multirobot
systems and Physarum polycephalum.

2. Related Work

2.1. Physarum polycephalum. -e slime mould Physarum
polycephalum is a unicellular, multinucleate protist that
relies on reactive navigation to explore its environment. All
studied behaviours concerning adaptive network formation
are exhibited in the active vegetative stage of its complex life
cycle, called the “plasmodium” [24]. From a macro-
perspective, the feeding behaviour of Physarum poly-
cephalum is to grow and expand its shape in accordance with
its environment to form a network structure, as shown in
Figure 1. -is decentralized foraging behaviour of Physarum
polycephalum is driven by the structural composition of the
network. -e network consists of a gel-like outer layer and
an interior cytoplasmic fluid (also called the protoplasm).
-e outer layer houses an actin-myosin cytoskeleton that
generates periodic contractions of the tube walls [25]. -e
contraction amplitude and frequency generally increase or
decrease throughout the organism when it encounters an
attractant (such as food) or a repellent (such as a dry area),
respectively. -e contractions from the gel-like outer layer
drive the protoplasm flow, which traverses the entire in-
dividual to the extension zone and leads the organism to
avoid areas that are not beneficial for growth or have already
been explored [26]. -e protoplasm promotes the expansion
and exploration of Physarum polycephalum in the extension
zone. -is is a type of feedback behaviour that proceeds
without central control.

Despite the lack of central control, Physarum poly-
cephalum can still show complex and intelligent foraging
behaviour through the above principles. For example,
Physarum polycephalum can explore a maze environment
and gradually form a shortest path connecting the exit and
entrance of the maze, as previously reported in Nature [15].
Similarly, a study published in Science has shown that
Physarum polycephalum can connect various food sources
via a network of veins whose efficiency, cost, and robustness
resemble and even surpass those of human-made rail net-
works [16]. To explore the intelligence mechanism of
Physarum polycephalum, many researchers have established
a similar model system by simulating its foraging behaviour
and network construction process. -e corresponding
studies can be divided into several categories, as follows: (1)
Tero et al. [27] built a mathematical model of Physarum
polycephalum to solve mazes and construct networks by
means of the Poiseuille law and Kirchhoff’s law. (2) Gunji
et al. [28] simulated the morphological behaviour of
Physarum polycephalum and the formation of various
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networks from the perspective of a cellular automata model.
(3) Jones [23] established a multiagent model to simulate the
dynamic evolution process and characteristics of Physarum
polycephalum. Based on these models, many exploration
problems can be effectively solved, including the TSP [29],
path optimization problems [30], and maze solving prob-
lems [31]. -ese studies have fully demonstrated that the
noncentral consciousness-driven network building ability
exhibited by Physarum polycephalum can achieve remark-
able performance in various exploration problems. Mean-
while, a multiagent system model inspired by Physarum
polycephalum has also revealed the potential of using the
mechanism of Physarum polycephalum in distributed
systems.

2.2. Swarm Robotics. In swarm robotics, although a large
number of swarm algorithms were used to swarm robot
exploration problem, little attention has been paid to the
path formation tasks under the exploration tasks. Even for
exploration tasks, many algorithms still rely on centralized
control and the accurate positioning system, and even the
principal idea of swarm robotics of distributed decision
making is neglected [32]. -e path formation strategies for
swarm robotics can be divided into the following cate-
gories: (1) Strategy based on a priori experience: Sperati
et al. [22] and Motoaki et al. [33] trained a group of robots
by a neural network model so that the robot explored the
entire area and formed a path between the two specified
locations. (2) Inspired by the behaviour induced by

pheromones released by ant colonies, landmark-based
navigation and path integration have also been exploited
[13, 20, 21]. Each robot forms a communication network
that extends in the environment, always keeping the
connection with other robots. -ese methods often rely on
a behaviour-based architecture. (3) Similarly, inspired by
the pheromone trails observed in many ant species, many
researchers tried to use different ways and implementing a
robotic system that replicates the ants’ foraging behaviour
suffers from the complex problem of finding an alternative
to the pheromones. For example, Mayet et al. investigated
the use of fluorescent paint to simulate pheromones, given
that the fluorescence activates and fades away with similar
dynamics [34]. And a recent study investigated the use of
computer (base control station, BCS) as a device to im-
plement virtual pheromones. -is computer stores the
pheromone information, and the robots spread and sense
such information while passing by [35]. -is kind of
strategy requires more complex sensors to assist the ro-
bot’s perception of pheromones, including virtual
pheromones.

-e above these three kinds of studies are representative
of a common methodology in the path formation tasks for
swarm robotics and the researches about Physarum poly-
cephalum. Most of the research studies start from a bio-
logical example, distill its relevant features, and transposes
the identified mechanisms in the robotic system. In this
paper, by combining the characteristics exhibited by
Physarum polycephalum with the requirements of multi-
robot path formation tasks, we propose to simulate the
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Figure 1: Network formation in Physarum polycephalum [16].
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foraging behaviour of Physarum polycephalum by using
multiple robots with limited functions to complete com-
plex path formation tasks. Meanwhile, we compare the
proposed algorithm with the group robot path formation
strategy mentioned in (1) and (2) above in the experimental
part. For the third type of strategy, we did not add it to our
comparative experiment. -is is because our main research
in this paper is the path formation strategy of individual
with extremely limited functions, and the strategy induced
by virtual pheromone often requires more complicated
sensors.

3. Task Model, Robot Model, and Challenges

3.1.TaskModel. -e task that we have chosen as a test bed to
analyse our control algorithm is described as follows. A
group of robots must search an unknown environment and
form a path between two objects, called the nest and food. In
our test bed, as described in Figure 2, we choose two special
fixed robots as the nest, called the Robot_Nest, and the food,
called the Robot_Food.-ese two special robots are far away
from each other and cannot be directly sensed. -e difficulty
of the task can be modified by varying the distance between
these two special objects and by placing obstacles in the
environment.

3.2. Robot Model. For the robots, we use the marXbot
robot [36] as the model. -e marXbot is a ground-based
robot that moves by means of a combination of wheels and
tracks, as shown in Figure 3. And it has various sensors
and actuators. But we focus on the multirobot collabo-
rative search problem with limited robot capabilities. So,
we have limited the functions of the robot’s sensors and
only use the basic functions as follows: (1) communication
sensor of range R; (2) ranging sensor that detects the
distances and the direction to robots within the com-
munication radius; (3) proximity sensor, which is only
used for obstacle avoidance in the bounded environment;
and (4) simple movement by adjusting the speed of the
two wheels.

3.3. Challenges. According to the above description of the
task and robot model, the proposed control algorithm has
the following challenges:

(1) -e robot generally cannot acquire or calculate its
own position. Even if it can obtain its own position,
the robot cannot broadcast its position information
to other individuals to induce them to search in a
specific area or stop searching in a certain area in
time because of the lack of a global communication
system.

(2) -e communication connectivity of a swarm system
with only short-range communication capabilities
will be greatly reduced and result in the failure of the
search task when using some random search algo-
rithms [37].

4. Algorithm Introduction

In this section, we first establish the mapping relationship
between the foraging principle of Physarum polycephalum
(as described in Section 2) and the multirobot system, as
shown in Figure 4. We define three robot behaviour states
and four execution mechanisms to implement our
algorithm.

4.1. Behavioural States. Each robot is an independent exe-
cution unit, and we define three behaviour states, namely,
Robot_Node, Robot_Explorer, and Robot_Lost, in accor-
dance with different behaviour rules.

Robot_Node: the network formed by Physarum poly-
cephalum is formed through the connection of multiple
intersecting tubes. To simulate the formation of such a
network, we first need to simulate the tubes. We refer to
the locations where the tubes in the network formed by
Physarum polycephalum intersect as nodes, and we define
the Robot_Node state of a robot to simulate such a node
(as shown in Figure 5). A robot that is in this state stops
moving. In this way, two robots in the Robot_Node state
can indirectly form an invisible connection through
communication, similar to a tube in the Physarum pol-
ycephalum network. Multiple Robot_Nodes will form a
network similar to that of Physarum polycephalum. Our
previous work has also proven that such a network
constructed by multiple robots provides an effective
means to address the exploration problem for multiple
robots with extremely simple functions and a limited
communication range [13, 21].
Robot_Explorer: during the foraging process of
Physarum polycephalum, the frequency and amplitude
of the periodic contractions of the tube walls will in-
crease when the organism encounters an attractant

Obstacle

 Robot_Nest

 Robot_Food

Robot_explorer

Robot network

Robot_lost

Robot_node

Figure 2: A network constructed by our control algorithm.
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(such as food), which attracts the protoplasm, and the
protoplasm will engulf and digest newly encountered
food sources [38]. By contrast, a repellent area (such as
a dry area) is less attractive to the protoplasm. In other
words, the foraging behaviour of Physarum

polycephalum can be attributed to the transport of
protoplasm to the extension zone. Accordingly, we
define the Robot_Explorer state of a robot to simulate
the protoplasm flow in Physarum polycephalum. As
shown in Figure 5(b), a Robot_Explorer is guided by
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Figure 3: -e kinematic model of the robots. -e x direction identifies the front of the robot, p1 − p24 are the proximity sensors, αi,j is the
angle of the jth proximity sensor, and βi,k is the angle between the ith robot and the kth robot.
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Figure 4: -e mapping relationship between our controller and the foraging principle of Physarum polycephalum. Double arrows indicate
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the robot network constructed by Robot_Nodes,
similar to the transport of protoplasm in the Physarum
polycephalum network. -rough transitions from the
Robot_Explorer state to the Robot_Node state, the
network constructed by the robots can constantly ex-
pand. In contrast, the robot network will retreat from
areas that are not suitable for expansion or areas where
the Robot_Food is not present. -e specific transitions
between the Robot_Node and Robot_Explorer states
are described in detail in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4.
Robot_Lost: different from the protoplasm of Physarum
polycephalum, the robots have certain distinct physical
properties. When multiple robots gather in a crowded
area, collisions may occur, and a robot may lose com-
munication with other robots. We define a robot that has
lost communication with any Robot_Node as a
Robot_Lost. In this state, a robot will walk randomly
around the environment until it meets up with a robot in
the Robot_Node state again. -e specific random
movement can be described as follows: the robot keeps
moving in a straight line. At the same time, when en-
countering the boundary of the environment or with
other robots in the Robot_Lost state, the robot changes
the direction of movement to avoid collisions.

4.2. Execution Mechanisms. Our control algorithm is based
on a behaviour-based architecture. Robots in different states
will perform different execution mechanisms. All execution
mechanisms are inspired by Physarum polycephalum as
described below.

4.2.1. Gradient Distribution. -e most prominent ability of
Physarum polycephalum is its ability to form an efficient
network structure. -is ability enables it to connect to a food
source along the shortest path and even solve the maze
problem. Inspired by this phenomenon, we use a simple
gradient distribution mechanism for the Robot_Nodes to
find the shortest path when the Robot_Food can be con-
nected by different paths.

-e implementation of the gradient distribution
mechanism can be described as follows: the Robot_Nest and
Robot_Food each continuously broadcast a message with a
fixed value of 0, indicating that they are gradient sources.
Each robot in the Robot_Node state that receives this
message will traverse the messages of neighbouring
Robot_Nodes, the Robot_Nest, and the Robot_Food to
obtain the minimum gradient value X, set its own gradient
value to X+ 1, and then broadcast that gradient value. We
refer to the Robot_Node with the minimum gradient X as
the parent node (P_Node), whereas a corresponding node
with a gradient of X+ 1 is called a child node (C_Node). -e
effect of this mechanism is shown in Figure 6. Since the
Robot_Nest and Robot_Food are both gradient sources, two
types of gradient values from different sources will be
established in the robot network, as shown in Figure 6. To
distinguish these two types of gradient values, we associate
each of them with a different Source_Type. When each
Robot_Node calculates its own gradient value, it will also
update its own Source_Type to be the same as that of the
neighbour with the minimum gradient value.

-e purpose of gradient formation is to create a long-
range sense of distance across the swarm system, thus
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Figure 5: -e networks constructed by Physarum polycephalum and swarm robots. (a) Created by Physarum polycephalum. A: a location
where tubes intersect, called a node; B: one of the tubes that make up the network. (b) Created by swarm robots: the dotted and solid lines
represent connections to the valid communication neighbours of a Robot_Explorer and a Robot_Node, respectively; the numbers represent
the gradient value of each Robot_Node; and the arrows point in the direction of each robot’s current movement.
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providing a rough measure of the distance from the nest to
the end of the network. In this way, the shortest path can be
clearly and easily obtained when multiple paths are con-
nected to the Robot_Food. Meanwhile, with the help of such
gradient formation in the robot network structure,
Robot_Explorers can determine their directions of move-
ment in accordance with changes in gradient and whether
they are at the end of the robot chain.

Moreover, based on the gradient distribution, each
Robot_Node can also calculate the Root_ID of the branch to
which it belongs. Specifically, each Robot_Node determines
whether there are multiple child nodes surrounding it. If so,
the robot will set the Root_ID to its own ID and broadcast it.
Otherwise, it will read the Root_ID of the parent node and
broadcast it. An example of this identification process is
shown in Figure 6. In this way, the Robot_Nodes can know
which branches of the network they are on, thereby ensuring
that a Robot_Node that leaves the network due to the ex-
tinction mechanism will not rejoin the same branch chain.
More details will be given in Section 4.2.2 (Algorithm 1).

4.2.2. Extinction Mechanism. When Physarum poly-
cephalum senses an attractant, such as food, via specific
binding to receptor molecules present on the outer mem-
brane surface, this causes cytoplasm to flow towards the
attractant. As it moves, Physarum polycephalum leaves be-
hind a thick mat of nonliving, translucent, extracellular
slime. -is extracellular slime will cause the Physarum
polycephalum to avoid foraging in the same area again [26].
-is prevents repeated searches in areas that have already
been explored. Similarly, we design an extinction mecha-
nism for the Robot_Nodes to achieve dynamic control of the
search direction of the robot system to avoid it becoming
trapped in an undesirable part of the environment, such as a
dead end in the maze problem.

-e implementation of the extinction mechanism can be
described as follows: the Robot_Node at the end of each
network branch determines whether any Robot_Explorer is
present nearby within a certain period of time (denoted by

PEROID TIME 1). If no Robot_Explorer is perceived
throughout PEROID TIME 1, this may mean that the
branch is too long or has extended in the wrong direction,
preventing any Robot_Explorer from moving to the end of
the branch in a sufficiently short time. In this case, the
Robot_Node is transformed into the Robot_Lost state and
then joins in the network again in a different position once it
encounters another branch. By contrast, if a Robot_Explorer
is sensed during PEROID_TIME_1 but no child node
generation is detected, this may mean that the network has
extended to the edge of the environment. In this case, the
robot will broadcast a message to tell each Robot_Explorer
that receives the message to retreat along the branch and
move to other branches. Moreover, if a Robot_Node that
receives this message has the same Root_ID as the source of
the message, it will also forward the message. After the
Robot_Explorers have all left, the Robot_Node at the end of
the branch will begin monitoring again. If no Robot_-
Explorer appears within a certain period of time (denoted by
PEROID TIME 2), the Robot_Node will transition into the
Robot_Explorer state and also move back along this branch
towards other branches. -is mechanism is continuously
applied until the shrinking branch chain retains only one
Robot_Node to avoid repeated exploration (Algorithm 2).

4.2.3. Motion Mechanism. In Section 2, we analyzed the
foraging principle of Physarum polycephalum, which can be
summarized as follows: under the periodic contractions of
the tube walls, protoplasm is transported to the extension
zone, where it promotes the movement and growth of the
organism in the direction of food. Accordingly, we design a
movement mechanism to simulate the transport of proto-
plasm through the pipeline.

-e extension zone to which the protoplasm is trans-
ported is near the food source. In our experiments, the
robots have no a priori knowledge about the Robot_Food
location. However, based on the gradient distribution
mechanism described above, Robot_Explorers can guide the
extension of the robot swarm by reading the gradient values
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Figure 6: An illustration of the gradient mechanism. During the search process, two independent network structures will gradually be
formed, as shown in the blue dotted box and red dotted box, where the numbers represent the gradient value of each Robot_Node.
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loop
gradient_value (self )←GRADIENT_MAX
SOURCE_TYPE(self )←Robot_Food
//Store the minimum gradient value from Robot_Nest in the neighbor neighbor_min_gradient_1←GRADIENT_MAX
//Store the minimum gradient value from Robot_Nest in the neighbor neighbor_min_gradient_2←GRADIENT_MAX
for all neighbors n do
if SOURCE_TYPE (n)←Robot_Nest then
if (then neighbor_min_gradient_1> gradient_value (n))
neighbor_min_gradient_1← neighbor_min_gradient_1

else
if (then neighbor_min_gradient_2> gradient_value (n))
neighbor_min_gradient_1← neighbor_min_gradient_2

//Update the gradient and SOURCE_TYPE
if neighbor_min_gradient_1 ≠ GRADIENT_MAX then//exist the gradient from Robot_Nest
SOURCE_TYPE (self )←Robot_Nest
gradient_value (self )← neighbor_min_gradient_1 + 1
transmit gradient_value (self )

else if neighbor_min_gradient_2≠GRADIENT_MAX then
SOURCE_TYPE (self )←Robot_Food
gradient_value (self )← neighbor_min_gradient_2 + 1
transmit gradient_value (self )

ALGORITHM 1: Gradient mechanism. GRADIENT_MAX is infinity.

counter_l← 0//counterl is used to record the time when Robot_Explorer does not exist around
counter_2← 0//counter2 is used to record the time when Robot_Explorer exists around
Flag_Contraction← False//Flag_Contraction is used to determine whether this branch is in a contracted state.
loop
if C_Node�null then//this Robot_Node is at the end of the branch.
for all neighbors n do

if state(n)�Robot_Explorer then
counter_2 ++
counter_1� 0
break

if Do not exist Robot_Explorer in all neighbors n then
counter_l ++
counter_2� 0

//Robot_Explorers can expand on this branch but they do not exist at the end for a long time.
if counter_l>PERIOD_TIME_1 and Flag_Contraction� False then

state←Robot_Lost
//No child nodes generated for a long time
if counter_2 >PERIOD_TIME_2 and Flag_Contraction� False then

Flag_Contraction� true
transmit Flag_Contraction (self )//pass the message that this branch is in a contracted state.
state←Robot_Explorer

//Robot_Explorers cannot expand on this branch and they do not exist at the end of it.
if counterl. >PERIOD_TIME_1 and Flag_Contraction� true then

//Keep the last Robot_Node as a marker. Do not repeat the search in this area.
if Root_ID(self )≠ ID(P_Node) then

state←Robot_Explorer
else//not at the end of branch
for all neighbors n do

if ID (n)�C_Node and Root_ID (n)�Root_ID (self ) then
Flag_Contraction (self← Flag_Contraction (C_Node)
transmit Flag_Contraction (self )
break

ALGORITHM 2: Extinction mechanism.
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broadcast by the Robot_Nodes and moving to the positions
with the largest gradient values, that is, the ends of the
network branches. In this way, the Robot_Explorers can
constantly swarm to areas that have not yet been explored.
We propose a mathematical model that can be used by a
Robot_Explorer to calculate the direction for its next step
based on the gradient distribution, as shown in Figure 7.

-e model is divided into two terms, as shown in
equation (1). -e first term, P

→
n,i, represents the direction of

the “extension zone,” which is the end of the network
branch. For this term, we are inspired by the research by Ke
et al. [39]. -ese authors modelled the chemical queues as a
scalar field using singular potentials located at each local
food source and proposed a mathematical model for cal-
culating the potential strengths from different food sources
for Physarum polycephalum. Wemodify the formula to allow
a Robot_Explorer to calculate the attractive or repulsive
forces from the gradient distribution of the current sur-
rounding Robot_Nodes, as shown by the red and purple
arrows in Figure 7. -e second term, P

→
o,i, represents the

obstacle avoidance direction, which is the direction pointing
away from a nearby obstacle as calculated from the data and
directions of all proximity sensors.

P
→

sum,i � 1 − Vmax(  P
→

n,i + Vmax P
→

o,i, (1)

where

P
→

n,i � 
N

n�1
c Gn − G( lnD R

→
n,

P
→

o,i �


S
j�1 −V P

→
j

S
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(2)

Here, P
→

sum,i represents the direction of the next step of
robot i, considering the influences from neighbouring ro-
bots, P

→
n,i, and obstacles, Po,i. N represents the number of

neighbouring Robot_Nodes, including the Robot_Nest. c

represents the contraction state of the branch, as computed
in accordance with the pseudocode for the extinction
mechanism. If the value of Flag_Contraction is false, then c

is 1; otherwise, c is −1. Gn is the gradient value at the nth

neighbouring Robot_Node or Robot_Nest, and G is the
mean of the Gn values. D represents the distance between
Robot_Explorer i and its nth neighbour. R

→
n is the direction

vector of the nth neighbour. S represents the number of
proximity sensors. V represents the reading of the jth

proximity sensor, which takes values in the range [0, 1]. -e
value increases as the robot approaches an object. P

→
j is the

direction vector of the jth proximity sensor. In addition, we
use Vmax and (1 − Vmax) as weighting factors to balance the
influence of P

→
n,i and Po,i on the direction of movement.

Vmax denotes the maximum value of V. In this way, the
closer the robot is to an obstacle, the more the robot’s
movement is dominated by obstacle avoidance. Otherwise,
the main guidance is provided by the neighbouring
Robot_Nodes.

After obtaining its next direction of motion P
→

sum,i, a
robot can calculate the differential speed of its two wheels to
move in the desired direction as shown in Algorithm 3.

4.2.4. Extension Mechanism. We use the extension mech-
anism to implement the state transition from the Robot_-
Explorer state to the Robot_Node state in order to expand
the interrobot communication network, similar to the ex-
pansion of the Physarum polycephalum network.

When a Robot_Explorer moves to the end of a network
branch, it will determine whether the current branch can be
expanded and whether the distance between its current
position and that of the Robot_Node at the end of the branch
meets the requirements for extension (Algorithm 4).

4.3. Algorithm Flow. -e probabilistic finite state machine
(PFSM) of the individual robot behaviours is presented in
Figure 8. All robots are initially in the Robot_Lost state and
are located either at random positions in the exploration
environment or within a specific area. Typically, each robot
does not initially perceive the Robot_Nest or Robot_Food
and therefore performs a random walk until it senses one of
them. At this time, the robot transitions from the
Robot_Lost state to the Robot_Explorer state and begins to
move in accordance with the motion mechanism (see
Section 4.2.3). -e Robot_Nest or Robot_Food can be
regarded as a root of the robot network. When a Robot_-
Explorer meets the requirements of the expansion mecha-
nism, the robot will either start a new branch or follow an
existing branch. -us, the robots will gradually form two
independent and unconnected network structures with the
Robot_Nest and Robot_Food as the sources. -rough the
gradient distribution mechanism, we can ensure that each
robot is aware of which robot network it is part of. Moreover,
each Robot_Node at the end of a branch will selectively leave
that branch depending on the presence of Robot_Explorers
in its surroundings (see Section 4.2.2) and thus begin to
expand other chains.-e process of joining/leaving a branch
is fundamental to the exploration of the environment, as it
allows the formation of new branches in unexplored areas.
During the above process, when a robot loses communi-
cation with other Robot_Nodes due to collision or other
reasons, it will transition into the Robot_Lost state and
perform a random walk until it perceives a Robot_Node or
the Robot_Nest again. As the robot network continues to
expand, the two independent networks continue to ap-
proach each other until these two networks become con-
nected and merge to form a network connecting both the
Robot_Nest and the Robot_Food. At this time, the task is
complete.

5. Experiments and Discussions

-e goal of our experimental activity was to evaluate our al-
gorithm under different experimental conditions and to
compare them with other algorithms. Section 5.1 utilizes a
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maze environment to explore the ability of maze solving and
path reconfiguration of our algorithm. In Section 5.2, we
compare the performance of our algorithm with the PFIAS
algorithm [20] and our previously proposed TSASR algorithm

[21], including the efficiency, success rate, and stability.
Meanwhile, we also do a serve of robustness tests to analyse the
stability of our algorithm. Above all the experiments were
performed on an ARGoS simulation platform [40].

Robot_nest, G: 0

Robot_nest, G: 1

Robot_nest, G: 1

Robot_nest, G: 2

Robot_explorer

x

Po, i (t)

Psum(t)Pa, i (t)
Pr, i (t)

G: 3

Obstacle

Figure 7: Example of the motion mechanism. -e dash-dotted lines represent the interrobot communication network. -e purple arrows
P
→

r,i(t) represent the repulsive forces of Robot_Nodes with a gradient value of 1 on Robot_Explorer i in the tth time step. -e red arrow
P
→

a,i(t) represents the attractive force of a Robot_Node with a gradient value of 2. P
→

o,i(t) is the obstacle avoidance direction. Psum(t) is the
sum of all the above vectors.

Input: p
→

sum:the next direction of motion;
//calculate the angle between the direction of the current direction and the p

→
sum direction

angle← atan2 ( p
→

sum·y, p
→

sum·x)

Left_Velocity← 0
Right_Velocity← 0
if angle >0 then

Left_Velocity�m_fWheelVelocity ∗ (1− 2∗angle/π);
Right_Velocity�m_fWheelVelocity

else
Left_Velocity�m_fWheelVelocity
Right_Velocity�m_fWheelVelocity ∗ (1− 2∗angle/π);

Set wheel speed (Left_Velocity, Right_Velocity)

ALGORITHM 3: Vector to wheel velocity.

(1) loop
(2) N_Num← 0//N_Num will store the number of Robot_Nests and Robot_Nodes in neighbors.
(3) Object_N←MAX_DISTANCE//Object_N will store the neighbor object.
(4) for all neighbors n do
(5) if state(n)�Robot_Node or state(n)�Robot_Nest then
(6) N_Num�N_Num++
(7) Object_N← n
(8) if N_Num� 1 then//only one Robot_Node or Robot_Nest can be sensed.
(9) if Flag_Contraction(Object)≠TRUE then//the branch status requirements.
(10) if measured_distance(Object_N)>B_UL then//the distance requirements.
(11) state←Robot_Explorer

ALGORITHM 4: Extinction mechanism. B_UL represents the distance between the Robot_Nodes.
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5.1. Experiments in a Maze Arena. Our algorithm is a
multirobot exploration algorithm inspired by the foraging
behaviour of Physarum polycephalum with outstanding
performance in solving maze problems. So we refer to the
experimental maze environment used to test the P-MAS
algorithm [20] and design an identical experimental maze
environment on our simulation platform to verify the fea-
sibility of our algorithm for solving the maze problem. To
more closely simulate the foraging behaviour of Physarum
polycephalum, we also limit the behaviour of the proposed
algorithm in this experimental environment. For example,
when a Robot_Explorer or Robot_Lost perceives the
Robot_Food, it will not respond unless at least one
Robot_Node also exists nearby. In this way, the robot
network will be formed only with the Robot_Nest as the
source, not with both the Robot_Nest and Robot_Food as
sources. -is weakens the performance of our algorithm to
some extent because robot branches with the Robot_Food as
the source have a more direct effect on achieving the ex-
ploration task.

-e parameters used in the simulation experiment
(Table 1) are different from those in Section 4.1. Moreover,
all robots are collectively placed in a designated area (waiting
area). -erefore, all of the robots need to leave this waiting
area in accordance with the Lennard–Jones (LJ) model
before they can begin to perform the search task.-e process
can be described as follows. Initially, the robots wander in
the waiting arena (as shown in Figure 9(a)). Once some of
the robots perceive the Robot_Nest, these robots switch to
the “exiting” state, while in this state, the robots are attracted
to the Robot_Nest, maintain a safe distance from other
exiting robots based on the LJ model, and broadcast their
distances from the Robot_Nest to nearby robots. In the
meantime, other robots detect the presence of robots in the
“exiting” state and switch to the same state. In this way,
within a few steps, the entire swarm will transition to the
“exiting” state, with the exception of the landmark robot.

-e robots that cannot perceive the Robot_Nest directly are
attracted to their neighbours that are broadcasting the
shortest distances to the landmark. -e net effect is that the
entire swarm rushes towards the exit of the waiting area,
where the Robot_Nest is located, as shown in Figures 9(a)–
9(c).

5.1.1. Simulation Process and Analysis. In Figure 9, we show
the simulation process with a group size of 70. After the
robots follow the LJ method to leave the waiting area as
described above, the robots follow our algorithm to explore
the area, continuously form a robot network, and eventually
connect to the Robot_Food. Once the Robot_Food is found,
the robots will continue to explore other areas that have not
been explored. If there are multiple paths connected to the
Robot_Food, the gradient mechanism (see Section 4.2.1) in
our algorithm will allow the robots to determine the optimal
path based on the gradient values. It is worth noting the
behaviour observed in the red boxes in Figures 9(b) and 9(c).
At the time represented in Figure 9(b), a large number of
robots are gathered at the dead end marked by the red box.
However, in Figure 9(c), the number of robots in the dead
end has obviously decreased, indicating that they have
moved to other areas for exploration. -is phenomenon can
be attributed to our extinction mechanism (see Section
4.2.2).

5.1.2. Group Size Tests. In these tests, we also use the maze
arena, again with an obstacle-free environment. A summary
of the results is given in Figure 10, where the success rates for
each condition from left to right are 54%, 57%, 64%, 68%,
77%, 81%, and 88%. Figure 10 reports the corresponding
completion times, and the performance of our algorithm
improves as the group size increases. Specifically, for group
sizes from N� 40 to N� 55, the search efficiency and success
rate are low because the number of robots is too small to

States

RN: robot_node
RL: robot_lost
RE: robot_explorer

Transitions
Extinction: meet the
conditions of the extinction
mechanism
Extension: meet the
conditions of the extension
mechanism 
Lost: unable to perceive the
existence of any
robot_nodes
Re-perceive the network:
encounter an RN, the
robot_nest, or the
robot_food again

Gradient
distribution RN

RL

RE

Lost

Extension

Extinction

Re-perceive the networkLost

Motion
mechanism

Figure 8: -e probabilistic finite state machine (PFSM) of the individual robot behaviours.
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effectively form a path connecting the Robot_Nest and
Robot_Food. As the size of the group continues to grow, the
maze environment tends to become crowded with moving
robots, as shown in Figure 9, and the robot system can
explore a larger area. -erefore, the performance gradually
improves.

5.2. Experiments in a Square Arena. We employ a bounded
arena of size 5m × 5m. -e task consists in forming a path
between the Robot_Nest and the Robot_Food in the envi-
ronment. And the parameters used in the simulation ex-
periment were the same as those used to test the PFIAS
algorithm [20] and TSASR [21], as shown in Table 2. Based
on these, we analyse the performance of the proposed al-
gorithm and compare it with the PFIAS algorithm [20],
TSASR [21], and NNEA [22]. Among them, NNEA is a
neural network algorithm. We train the neural network in
the experimental scenario where D is 1.8m and N is 15
count. -e parameters of the neural network con-
troller—connections weights, biases, and time con-
stants—are obtained using a genetic algorithm. -e

Table 1: Parameter settings for simulation experiments in a maze arena.

Symbol Meaning Units Value
L× L Search space m×m 10×10
R Communication radius m 1.5
R Detection radius m 1.5
B_UL Distance between the Robot_Nodes in a branch m 0.7∗R<B_UL< 0.8∗R
D Distance between the Robot_Nest and Robot_Food m 7.07
N System size Count {40, 45, 50,55,60,65,70}
O Number of obstacles Count Non
Speed Robot movement speed cm/s 20

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 9: -e simulation process. (a) 0 time steps. (b) 708 time steps. (c) 1418 time steps. (d) 2126 time steps. (e) 2835 time steps. (f ) 3544
time steps.

Group size = 15, prey distance = 1.8m

N = 40 N = 45 N = 50 N = 55 N = 60 N = 65 N = 70
The robot group size
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Figure 10: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) of
efficiency tests (100 observations per box) for seven robot group
sizes in the maze arena.-e boxes represent the interquartile ranges
of the data, while the horizontal bars inside the boxes indicate the
median values. -e whiskers extend to the most extreme data
points within 1.5 of the interquartile range from each box. -e
empty circles represent outliers.
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evolutionary process lasts 500 generations. For these four
kinds of algorithm tests, we set the maximum allowable
completion time to 1000 s at 10 steps/s, corresponding to a
maximum of 10,000 steps. If the Robot_Food is not per-
ceived during this time period, the test is terminated, and the
experiment is considered a failure. For each combination of
parameters, the experiment is repeated 100 times.

5.2.1. Difficulty Tests. To assess the performance with small
groups, we conducted an experiment employing 15 robots in
an obstacle-free environment. In this experiment, we
measure the completion time when we vary the distance D

from the Robot_Nest to the Robot_Food in the interval from
1 to 3m. In addition, we compare the proposed algorithm
with our previous work (the TSASR algorithm [21]), the
PFIAS algorithm [20], and the NNEA algorithm [22]. -e
results are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Specifically, we
analyse the search efficiency of the four different algorithms
as the distance increases in Figure 11.

First, for the behaviour-based architecture algorithms
(TSASR, PFIAS, and the EAIPP algorithm proposed in this
paper). It is apparent that, for each distance, the green box is
generally lower than the blue box, while the red box is
generally at the lowest position. -is indicates that the
TSASR algorithm proposed in our previous work has higher
efficiency than the PFIAS algorithm, while the algorithm
proposed in this paper has the highest efficiency among these
four algorithms. It is worth noting that the efficiency of the
TSASR algorithm is higher than the efficiency of the algo-
rithm proposed in this paper when the distance D is in the
range of [1.0, 1.8]m. However, as the distance increases, the
efficiency of the algorithm proposed in this paper gradually
exceeds that of the TSASR algorithm. -is observation
demonstrates the advantage of the proposed algorithm for
long-distance tasks. In the data forD� [2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0], it is
observed that the blue and green boxes abruptly shorten and
even disappear. -is is not because the search with the
PFIAS algorithm becomes faster or more stable. Instead, the
search success rate of the PFIAS algorithm is too low for
tasks at these distances, and all failed experiments are
recorded as requiring 10000 steps in Figure 11. In Figure 12,
we show the number of tests in which the search task is
successfully completed, divided by the total number of tests
(100 observations per experimental condition). Compared
with the other algorithms, our proposed algorithm has the
highest success rate, especially for long-distance tasks.

PFIAS
NNEA
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Figure 11: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) showing
100 evaluations per box of the completion times with varying
Robot_Nest-to-Robot_Food distances for a group of 15 robots in
an environment without obstacles. See Figure 10 for an explanation
of box-and-whisker plots.
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Figure 12: Effect of task difficulty on the success rate for a group
size of N� 15.

Table 2: Parameter settings for experiments in a square arena.

Symbol Meaning Units Value
L× L Search space m×m 5×5
R Communication radius m {0.6}
R Detection radius m {0.6}
B_UL Distance between the Robot_Nodes in a branch m 0.7∗R<B_UL< 0.8∗R
D Distance between the Robot_Nest and Robot_Food m {1.0, 1.2, 1.40, . . ., 3.0}
N System size Count {5, 10, 15, 20}
O Number of obstacles Count {0, 5, 10, . . ., 30}
Speed Robot movement speed cm/s 5
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Secondly, for neural network evolution algorithm
(NNEA) based on prior knowledge, it can be clearly seen that
the stability of the purple box is in the time range of
2000–4000 when the data are D� [1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6]. Al-
though the efficiency of the NNEA algorithm represented by
the purple box is lower than the efficiency of the other three
algorithms at this time, the success rate of the NNEA al-
gorithm is actually stable and higher than the other three
algorithms as shown in Figure 12. However, as the distance
continues to increase, the success rate of the NNEA algo-
rithm drops sharply. -is also caused the purple box to
disappear in Figure 11. -e reason why the success rate of
the NNEA algorithm drops sharply is that the NNEA al-
gorithm analyzed in Figure 11 is based on the training of the
neural network with the distance D� 1.8m.-erefore, when
the distance D is greater than 1.8m, the prior knowledge
formed by the neural network will no longer play a better
role in the formation of the path. Compared with the other
three algorithms, the NNEA algorithm has poor adaptability
to the change of distance D.

5.2.2. Obstacle Tests. In order to access the performance in the
presence of obstacles, we tested our algorithm by the standard
arena with a random configuration of obstacle cylinders. In this
test, we also compared with the PFIAS algorithm [20], the
TSASR algorithm [21], and the NNEA algorithm [22].

Figure 13 shows the results of an obstacle experiment for
a group of 15 robots.-e distanceD is 3m in all cases. As the
number of obstacles increases, the difficulty of the task
increases in several ways. First, finding the Robot_Nest or
Robot_Food becomes more difficult because it might be
hidden behind obstacles. Second, obstacles between robots
block communication. -erefore, the existence of obstacles
may cause communication failure between robots, thereby
reducing the communication efficiency of the group system.
-ird, it might be impossible to form a straight path con-
necting the Robot_Nest and Robot_Food. -is increases the
length of the shortest path and presents difficulties in the
alignment and movement strategies.-e results show that in
general, our controller is capable of coping with obstacles.
Although the completion time increases with more complex
configurations, the task can still be completed efficiently and
stably. By contrast, the TSASR and PFIAS algorithms per-
form worse than EAIPP, as also proven by the effect of
obstacles on the task success rates shown in Figure 14. It is
clear from the data shown in Figure 14 that the success rate
of the EAIPP algorithm remains above 90% in every case. In
contrast, there is a dramatic drop in the success rates of the
PFIAS and TSASR algorithms. Among these four algo-
rithms, the most obvious decline in search success rate and
efficiency is still in the NNEA algorithm based on a priori
knowledge. Although the NNEA algorithm has a higher
success rate and stability than the other three algorithms
when the distance is D� 1.8m, it also has a significant
decrease in the overall search effect when the number of
obstacles changes. -e reasons for this phenomenon are
similar to those described in Section 5.1.1. -e neural net-
work is trained in an environment without obstacles, so the

robots do not have a good ability to deal with the envi-
ronment of obstacles. To achieve a better search effect in an
obstacle environment, it is necessary to train the neural
network in the obstacle environment. -is also means that
algorithms based on prior knowledge are poorly compatible
with changing environments because different experimental
environments require different neural networks.

5.2.3. Robustness Tests. We generate different noise data for
different sensors and add them to the corresponding sensors.
Specifically, we vary the noise in the directions to other
robots perceived by the range-and-bearing system (Fig-
ures 15 and 16) and in the differential wheel speed
(Figure 17).
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Figure 13: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) of
obstacle tests (100 observations per box) for a group of 15 robots
and a food distance of 1.8m. See Figure 10 for an explanation of
box-and-whisker plots.
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Figure 14: -e effect of obstacles on the success rate of the task.
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-e noise is varied as follows:

(1) Regarding the directions to other robots, noise is
implemented as a random vector added to the vector
joining two communicating robots in the range-and-
bearing system. For this random vector, the azimuth
is chosen uniformly from the range [0 : 2PI], and the
length is drawn from a Gaussian distribution. By
adjusting the value of the standard deviation, we can
obtain random vectors of different lengths. -ese
random vectors are added to the perceived directions
between robots. In Figure 15, we show the impact of
the standard deviation of this random noise on the

search task. It is clear that our algorithm can still
maintain stable performance in the case of direc-
tional interference.

(2) Regarding packet loss, we assume that the robots
have some probability of packet loss during com-
munication with others. In this experiment, we
specify the probability that a packet will be lost even
though the robot should have received it. -e results
are shown in Figure 16, where the success rates for
each probability condition from left to right are 92%,
86%, 83%, 89%, and 91%. We can see that although
losing packets has an impact on the search speed to a
certain extent, our algorithm is still able to complete
the search task. In addition to the results in Figure 16,
we also test the performance when the packet loss
rate reaches 100%. -e results show that the success
rate drops to 0% in this case. -is is because the
group system can no longer exchange any
information.

(3) Regarding the differential steering drive control, we
increase the noise by controlling the differential
wheel actuation using equation (3). In these tests, we
analyse the effect of different standard deviations of
the bias of differential steering, from 0 cm/s to 20 cm/
s. Figure 17 shows the experimental results, where
the success rates for each condition from left to right
are 92%, 87%, 78%, 63%, and 45%. From this figure,
we can see that differential wheel noise has a great
impact on our algorithm. -e time required to
complete the task increases linearly with the standard
deviation of the bias, and the success rate of task
completion also plummets.
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Figure 15: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) of
robustness tests for direction perception in the range-and-bearing
system (100 observations per box) for a group of 15 robots and a
food distance of 1.8m. See Figure 10 for an explanation of box-and-
whisker plots.
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Figure 16: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) of
robustness tests for the packet dropping probability in the range-
and-bearing system (100 observations per box) for a group of 15
robots and a food distance of 1.8m. See Figure 10 for an expla-
nation of box-and-whisker plots.
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Figure 17: Box-and-whisker plots (Becker et al. 1998 [41]) of
robustness tests for the differential steering of the robot wheels (100
observations per box) for a group of 15 robots and a food distance
of 1.8m. See Figure 10 for an explanation of box-and-whisker plots.
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a � f
∗
(w + b), (3)

where a is the actual actuation value, f is a random factor
drawn from a Gaussian distribution, w is the ideal wheel
actuation, and b is a random bias drawn from a Gaussian
distribution.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Path formation is a more challenging problem in multirobot
exploration and navigation. -e robots not only need to
coordinate to find item sources in an unknown environment
but also need to self-organize to form a path that connects
item sources. In this paper, we succeed in designing a new
method inspired by Physarum polycephalum for multirobot
systems to perform path formation tasks. First of all, by
analyzing the foraging mechanism of Physarum poly-
cephalum, we can know that Physarum polycephalum grows
through the surroundings and gradually forms an efficient
tube network to connect different foods. It is worth noting
that this entire process is the result of the feedback effect of
Physarum polycephalum on its surrounding environment
without any central control. Inspired by the characteristics of
these Physarum polycephalum, we combine these charac-
teristics with the swarm robots to solve the path formation
task. -e main contributions of our work are as follows: (1)
For swarm robotics, we not only pioneered the multirobot
path formation strategy but also analyzed and compared
most of the existing multirobot path formation strategies,
including strategies based on neural network training
(NNEA algorithm [22]) and strategies based on behavioural
state structure (PFIAS [20] and TSASR [21] algorithms). By
comparison, our proposed algorithm has more obvious
advantages in search efficiency and success rate. (2) For the
researches about Physarum polycephalum, although a large
number of methods were used to simulate the foraging
principle of Physarum polycephalum, even some multiagent
approaches were proposed to uncover the mysteries of
Physarum polycephalum [19, 23]. However, in these studies,
overall task completion was mainly driven by a computer
mimicking the release of similar pheromones. In this paper,
we revealed for the first time the feasibility of Polycephalus
polycephalum and we also consider the robots’ collision
constraints and physical properties for multiagent system to
simulate the foraging of Polycephalus polycephalum rather
than only focus on the virtual agent individual and cen-
tralized computing.

In future work, we intend to enhance the proposed al-
gorithm to improve the efficiency of the robot system and its
coverage for area exploration and to test its ability to adapt to
changes in dynamic environments.
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